ATOMIC PRESTIGE SKI RANGE
2018/2019 season
LADIES
PISTE
Cloud Nine
One of the world's best-selling piste skis for female skiers. The reason they’re so popular is the
combination of unique technologies that make them super easy to control: the Piste Rocker makes
turning a breeze, while the Step Down Sidewall increases edge grip below the binding. The ski's
women-specific V-shape body also makes it perfect for precisely carved or smoothly drifted turns.
With a super clean look and stylishly embossed top sheet, this model is all about ease and elegance.
Ski length should come to mouth/nose height
Sizes : 149, 156, 163
ALL MOUNTAIN
Vantage X 80 CTI W
The Vantage X 80 CTI W is the widest women’s ski in Atomic’s new lightweight Vantage X series,
offering the perfect blend of on-piste stability and all-mountain agility. Successor to the popular
Affinity Storm, this is a spot-on system ski specially for female all-mountain skiers who like to ski
most of the time on piste and a bit off the side. To create that versatility Atomic have taken their
lighter, stronger Vantage construction, including Carbon Tank Mesh, and given it a sportier shape
and thinner waist, ideal for carving nicely controlled turns on harder snow. There’s also a Light
Woodcore, Titanium Backbone 2.0 and extra-full Firewall for solid edge grip in addition to loads of
new tech like the Exo Profile that cuts swing weight and adds rigidity. This top model comes with
Warden 11 DT system bindings.
Ski length should come to forehead
Sizes : 151, 159, 167

MEN
PISTE
Redster Edge GS
The Atomic Redster Edge GS is a super smooth, precise and responsive ski for big, fast turns on the
piste. It features a race-oriented XT 12 binding for enhanced performance. The Race Rocker makes
the ski very easy to control at high speeds while turns can be initiated effortlessly. Two titanium
layers provide just the right amount of stiffness so power is transferred directly to the edges during
turns for awesome grip. And the full sidewall runs the length of the ski for precise steering. Smooth,
quick and effortless – what more do you need?
Ski length should come between the nose and top of head
Sizes : 169, 176
ALL MOUNTAIN
Vantage X 75 CTI
The brand-new Atomic Vantage X 75 CTI is an all-mountain system ski with a thinner 75mm waist for
harder groomed pistes. It’s part of the exciting new lightweight Vantage X range, giving all-mountain
skiers the ideal blend of piste power and all-mountain agility. It features Vantage’s lighter, stronger
construction with Carbon Tank Mesh – a layer of rigid woven mesh that adds strength across the ski
while reducing weight, plus a Power Woodcore, Titanium Backbone 2.0 and extra-full Firewall for
solid edge grip. Then it’s been given an innovative piste design with a sportier shape and also added
Exo Profile – a radical 3D profile that cuts swing weight and adds even more rigidity for carving nicely
controlled turns on groomers.
Ski length should come to forehead
Sizes : 156, 163, 170, 177
Vantage X 83 CTI
The new Atomic Vantage X 83 CTI is the widest ski in the lightweight Vantage X series, offering the
perfect blend of piste power and all-mountain agility. Successor to the popular Nomad Crimson Ti,
this is a great system ski for all-mountain skiers who like to spend most of the time on piste and a bit
off the side. To create that versatility Atomic have taken their lighter, stronger Vantage construction,
including Carbon Tank Mesh, and given it a sportier shape and thinner waist ideal for carving sharp
turns on harder snow, in addition to extra-full Firewall, Power Woodcore and Titanium Backbone 2.0
for solid edge grip. They’ve also added new tech like the Exo Profile – a radical 3D profile that cuts
swing weight and adds rigidity. This top model comes with Warden 13 MNC DT system bindings.
Ski length should come to forehead
Sizes : 168, 175

